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Programme

09:00 Introduction
09:30 LLOOF presentation
10:30 Participants feedback
11:00 Break
11:30 Learning Guide approach
12:00 LLOOF sub-topics
12:15 Discussion groups
13:00 Lunch
14:30 Ancient wheats and breadmaking demonstration
16:15 Sub-topic examples – Food preservation, Herbs
16:45 Break
17:15 Field visit – Chestnut orchard, Wild foraging
18:15 Feedback and evaluation
18:30 Conclusion
19:00 Evening meal and music

http://edvorg.weebly.com/


One year after the EDVORG project started in Sept 2014 the partners 
arranged a conference in Italy. The conference was set on top of a hill in the 
beautiful village of Sassonero. 

The conference took place on Angirelle Organic Farm in Villa Sassonero, 
Italy, on September 19th and was organised by WWOOF Italy. There were 
17 local participants from Italy and 15 foreign participants from other 
European countries. 

There were also  18 staff from the 10 partner organisations. The conference
language was English but an abstract and promotional leaflet in Italian was 
also available. Participants represented several Italian and European 
environmental, farming or volunteer organisations and press. 

During the sessions the LLOOF project was presented and each of the 10 
partner organisations explained their main activity in the project. In 
addition the 11 Sub-topics were presented and discussed. Four small 
discussion groups gave some feedback on the topics. Also three practical 
demonstrations and field visits were made - ancient wheat varieties and 
bread-making, sweet chestnut orchards and their products, wild foraging 
and food processing.

An evaluation form was given to conference participants to collect their 
feedback and suggestions. Possible future collaboration between LLOOF 
project members and conference participants was also drafted.

Session 1: LLOOF Presentations

The day of the conference started with participants arriving and registering.
When ready we all gathered in the barn and Claudio, chairman on WWOOF 
Italy, welcomed us all.  Jandi (SWE) proceeded and shared our vision for the
project. 

Adam (UK) presented the EDVORG project’s background before each 
partner presented the specific activity they had done so far.  

Needs analysis, presented by Amma, Serbia 
A survey form was developed with an input from the brainstorming held 
during the partners’ meeting in Turkey in October 2014. A preliminary 
draft of the survey was then sent to all partners, who were asked to 
respond to the questions and make suggestions for possible changes, 
additions, or deletions. 



The final survey included questions about members’ experience in organic 
farming/sustainable living, their interests in subcategories of these two 
topics, and their willingness to contribute future Guide. 
The survey translated in 9 European languages was published online using 
the Google forms platform. WWOOF members were sent an email invitation
for both the English and local language surveys. Partners WWOOF Spain, 
WWOOF Italia and Amma published the news about the survey on their 
websites, as well as on the WWOOF Facebook page. 
Responses were being taken for two weeks from December 24th 2014 – 
January 08th 2015. A total of 1.822 responses were received from a total of 
11.688 surveys mailed to members and more than 10.000 reach through 
the Facebook sharing and websites.

Contact list of organisations and networks, presented by The Bugday 
Association (Turkey)             
The contact list of 2,695 people includes press contacts, researchers, 
representatives of institutes, universities and NGOs, professionals, 
WWOOFers, and other people from organic world. The list keeps growing 
with new additions. 
A press release and conference invitation was sent to these contacts, 
through the online mailing tool Mailchimp. Opening rates of the mails were 



above Mailchimp's average (39% for the press release, 28% for the 
conference invitation).

Review of current free online resources, presented by WWOOF 
Norway
The Norwegian partner coordinated the review of over 2000 URLs  
recommended in the 2,500 replies to the Survey Monkey Needs Analysis 
survey. Each partner then reviewed 250 urls using criteria related to 
structure and content – categorised by Type, Quality, Language, Country 
and Entered by.  From this 162 urls were identified as high quality for the 
LLOOF project. 

Review of learning content and approaches, presented by WWOOF-
Germany
Based on the review of resources, WWOOF-Germany provided a list (excel-
sheet) of possible learning approaches (i.e. webinars, videos etc.), 
considering their potential implementation on the LLOOF e-learning 
platform.  A review of these learning approaches was undertaken with 
reference to the findings in the needs analysis. Therefore we discussed 
issues such as online socialisation or ways of assessment and defined a five-
step concept model for the learning approach. (textsheet and drawing). As 
for the content, we found a worthwhile range of sub-topics which the 
learning guide will focus on and related content from the review of 
resources to these sub-topics. 10 key criteria for learning approach and 
content were lain down as a guideline for the next steps.

Plan of structure and content of Learning Guide, presented by WWOOF
Espana
The Spanish partner created some mindmaps for the possible structure and
content of the guide. They built on the needs analysis and the Review of 
learning content and approaches. After full agreement with the partners a 
sample of one of the 11 topics (Eco-building) was developed as well as 
some section headings.

1. Introduction
2. Background Concepts
3. Practice (some related skills and where to practice them... at the farm 

hosts) 
4. European context (just some general/more institutional links we 

could research on the net)
5. Collaborative Learning (mix of learning sites)
6. LLOOF (can be left empty or just obviated as it will be filled in later 

when there are courses available)



We may plan to circulate a survey to farm hosts so that we know  those 
interested that can be used as "models" or "learning/practice hubs" in some
of the topics.

Learning Guide on website and OER, presented by WWOOF 
Magyarország

This intellectual output will be produced in the second year of the project. 
Before a technical solution for the e-learning platform can be proposed, the 
previous activities of this project need to be completed. The conference 
participants discussed these outputs, especially the pros and cons of 
different content types and presentation methods. The decision made here 
will inform the detailed e-platform design going forward.

Promotion, presented by WWOOF Ireland
Promotion of the LLOOF project is the responsibility of  WWOOF Ireland, 
working in partnership with WWOOF Turkey who look after the contacts 
list.  To the end of August 2015, promotional activity has included:
1) The writing of a press release, sent by email to nearly 2000 recipients.
2) A promotional leaflet, explaining about LLOOF, its links to WWOOF, with 
an outline example of possible Learning Guide content, and a clear call to 
action to possible collaborators and contributors, anticipated as being 
mainly WWOOF Hosts and experienced WWOOFers, produced in English, 
German, Spanish and Italian.
3) Initial work on a promotional film, aimed at the same potential 
collaborators and contributors as the promotional leaflet.



4) An invitation to the international conference to be held in Italy in 
September 2015, produced in English and Italian.
5) Research into dates, venue and contacts for promotional meeting in 
Ireland for May 2016.

Soft Outcomes, presented by Area Viva
The Czech partner have organised and presented four surveys for 
evaluation of the soft outcomes, all using the online Survey Monkey.  
1) Evaluation of the first transnational meeting in Turkey by partners.
2) Evaluation of the second transnational meeting in Italy by partners.
3) Evaluation of the conference in Italy by participants.
4) Evaluation of the first year's progress and partnership by the partners to 
explore the partner's satisfaction of expectations and needs, added value, 
cultural and international understanding. A Prezi presentation was 
produced.  They have also started to plan the evaluation of the Learning 
Guide by learners. 

Session 2: Feedback and questions from conference delegates 

 Q: Will the learning guide be applicable to formal primary and secondary
school? 
◦ A: The content is not directly for this purpose, but being visual it will 

be available to all levels. 
 A delegate would love to have an organic farm in the future, and would 

find this a great resource. 
 Q: How will the learning guide deal with different languages? 

◦ A: Still to be decided. However, a dictionary is in the making already. 
Videos could be in different languages and subtitled. 

 A delegate proposed to collaborate with school gardens on all levels. 
 Delegates from Neo-Agri stressed the importance of inspiring new 

farmers, promoting social entrepreunership. 

After a great morning with many questions and feedback we all enjoyed to 
get to know each other more. It was clear that there were many projects 
and active people at the conference. 

Session 3: LLOOF Learning Guide approach and Website 

Daniel (HUN) presented the website approach and he had reviewed 
different sources to come to a conclusion. 

 Wikipedia is great, but can quickly become too scientific. 
 Youtube can be difficult to navigate and has commercials. 



 E-learning courses are locked resources because you have to enroll. 

Following that and our mission to educate volunteers on organic farms, 
what is the closest thing to practical learning one can do online? The 
answer was videos, to show real people with real experiences. Hopefully 
creating the effect ”I can meet this person!” With this approach WWOOF 
hosts can directly share their knowledge with many volunteers. 



Possible challenges: 
 Quality: The website will need to have specific guidelines and 

moderation. 
 Tagging/categorization: Needs to be open. 

Annie (IRE) showed a short video about tools maintenance, created by 
WWOOF Ireland, to illustrate the approach. 

Feedback from delegates: 
 Could you make ”1-minute lessons”? 
 Connect people who are interested in going to farms and record. 
 This is a great approach, because it is the first website that will 

structure these resources. 
 A volunteer can use this information both while volunteering on the 

farm and after. 
 This is a way that hosts can share information between each other as 

well. 

Session 4: Discussion Groups

We divided in four groups to discuss the website’s structure and content. 

Group 1
 A WWOOF host in Italy volunteered to help with content on growing 

herbs and making herbal products and bee-keeping. 



 New sub-topics proposed: Relationship between people and animals, 
green energy, urban gardening. 

Group 2
 2 feedback systems on the website: Rating and commenting. 
 Communication feature i.e forum with moderation
 Bookmarking 
 Include recipes
 Interactive FAQs 

Group 3
 Moderation is important 
 Motivate people to WWOOF as a main way of learning 
 ”Learning ambassadors” –volunteers who extract knowledge from 

hosts using their skills with video editing etc. 
 Involve media schools in content editing 
 ”Ask your farmer” daily question from WWOOFer to host that can be 

added to the site. 

Group 4
 Making videos: The first 5-10 seconds are very important. Ideally 

length of 1-2 minutes, not to exceed 6-7 minutes. 
 Open site, no memberships. Login to upload content. 
 Link learning material to social media. 

Session 5: Ancient Wheats and Breadmaking demonstration

In the afternoon we all enjoyed a great demonstration by Claudio (IT) about
baking bread from ancient wheat varieties. 



Session 6: Sub-topics Examples – Food preservation and herbs 

Two of othe 11 sub-topics were shown to demonstrate practical learning. 
Jan (GER) and Mette (NOR) each gave a small presentation of their work on 
two sub-topics: ”Growing vegetables, fruits, nuts and herbs” and 
”Preserving food”. 

Session 7: Field Visits – Chestnut orchard and wild foraging

The conference hosts Eszter and Fabrizio (IT) used the previous session as 
a background to give more practical examples. One group went to the 
chestnut forest with Fabrizio while the other went to look for wild herbs 
around the farm with Eszter.  



Session 8: Feedback, Evaluation and Conclusion 

The day ended with everyone in a circle out on the lawn. Everyone shared a 
highlight and feedback from the conference. For many the highlight was to 
meet other people from all over Europe with the same interest in teaching 
organic farming. In the evening we all enjoyed pizza from the wood-fired 
oven and local music and dancing. 

Thanks to all partners and participants that made EDVORG Italy Conference
such a great and successfull event. Special thanks to Eszter and Fabrizio for 
hosting the event.  

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This 
publication [communication] reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission 
cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained 
therein 
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